
Aboriginal Languages 1
How many languages?



Outline of the course

1 How many languages? The number of languages and how they are related

2 Pronunciation The sounds and the ways they are represented
Borrowing English words into Aboriginal sound 
systems

3 Grammar Word building (compounding, affixation)
Syntax

4 Vocabulary Words and meanings
Language survival and reclamation
Extending the vocabulary 
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Sahul

3
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Sahul 2



Changes in sea level
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Sahul to Australia
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Aboriginal stories
• In1858 an Aborigine, named Murray, 

pointed out that the channel that ships 
used to sail up Port Phillip Bay was the 
bed of the Yarra River and that at one 
time the Yarra flowed through the heads 
until the sea broke in and flooded the 
bay.  

• Apparently, Port Phillip Bay was mainly 
dry about a thousand years ago, not 
because of a low sea level, but because 
the entrance to the bay being silted up
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Aboriginal stories
• To Aboriginal people the craters of volcanoes were seen 

as the sites of camp fires or ovens of giants.  The 
Boandik people of south-eastern South Australia tell of 
the giant, Craitbul, forced to abandon his fire on top of 
Mt Muirhead (near Millicent), because it would no 
longer stay alight.  He and his people moved to Mt 
Schank (south of Mt Gambier) where he built a new 
campfire, but this fire did not last, and again he had to 
move, and he moved to Mt Gambier where his four 
attempts to establish a campfire were thwarted by rising 
water.  Interestingly the last eruption of the Mt 
Muirhead volcano was about 20,000 years ago, the last 
eruption of the Mt Schank volcano some 10,000 years or 
more later, and the formation of the famous crater lakes 
at Mt Gambier later again.   
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•Humans began arriving in Sahul 50,000 years ago, perhaps 
earlier. 

•It has not yet been ascertained whether there were single or 
multiple waves of migration into Australia, although recent 
genetic evidence indicates multiple donor groups, whether 
from a single heterogeneous migration or multiple waves.  

•The whole continent was occupied by 35,000 years ago 

• Archaeological evidence suggests that occupation of the 
interior of Australia by Aboriginal peoples during the harsh 
climatic regime of the last glacial maximum was 
‘highly dynamic’, and all arid landscapes were permanently 
occupied only roughly 10,000 years ago.

Australia, the 
island we know 
today, has been 
completely 
separate  from 
New Guinea for 
only 10,000 years
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•Tasmania separated from mainland about 14,000 years ago 

•New Guinea separated from Australian mainland around 
10,000 years ago 

•Dingo introduced more than 5000 years ago 

•Fisherman from Indonesia , known as Makassans but not all 
from Makassar, were active along the north coast from 18th to 
20th century. They sought trepang, (bêche-de-mer, sea 
cucumber).  

•Makassar/Macassar is the capital of South Sulawesi. Sulawesi 
(the Celebes).

Australia, the 
island we know 
today, has been 
completely 
separate  from 
New Guinea for 
only 10,000 years
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How many languages?
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Over 800 names

If we group ‘names’ together 
when they share 70% or more 
of vocabulary

We get around 250 
‘languages’



Counting percentages of common words
Tjapwurrung Djadjawurrung Tjapwurrung Djadjawurrung

banksia wurrak wurrak + ground tja tja +
bend, to wanda milpa - red gum piyal piyal +
blood kurrk kurrk + hair ngarra ngarra +
chest tjang tjang + head purrp purrp +
elbow paloyt paloyt + hot kartayi katjayi +
fire wi wi + kick kuma kara -
foot tjina tjina + knee patjiyn parting +
swim yawa wirraka - koala wirngpul patjanmum -
smoke purt purt + lake tjakil tjakil +
reed tjarrk tjarrk + lame wrrp-wirrp ngarrpa -



Counting common words (cont.)
Now Tjapwurrung and Djadjawurrung share  75%, so we consider them dialects of 
a single language.   

If we now compare Tjapwurrung and Wadi-Wadi (Swan Hill), we get a figure of 71%, 
so we consider these two to be dialects of a single language.

However, if we compare Djadjawurrung and Wadi-Wadi, the percentage of shared 
vocabulary falls to 65%

What to do? In practice all three are considered dialects of a single language.

We add dialects to the language if they share over 70% with any one dialect.



Kulin language family 
south-eastern mainland

Kulin

Western Kulin Wathawurrrung Eastern Kulin

Wemba-Wemba Tjapwurrung Woiwurrung

Wergaya Djadjawurrung Boonwurrung

Mathi-Mathi Yartwatjali Thagungwurrung/Taungurung

Wadi-Wadi Ngurra Yilam

Letji-Letji

Aboriginal people identify with the ‘dialects’ not with ‘languages’ and ‘’mega-languages’.

Aboriginal people don’t have names for mega-languages, though they recognize they are ‘all in one’.

There are perhaps 800 ‘dialects’ or 800 ‘Aboriginal languages’ 

The figure of 250 involves mega-languages  and is somewhat misleading.



Kulin sample
English Tjapwurrung Djadjawurrung Wathawurrung Eastern Proper name ex
hill banyul banhul banyul banyul Banyule
country dja dja dja bik Nillumbik
kidney marp marp mara-mara marp Mirboo
lake djakil buluk buluk buluk Lake Bolac
man kuli kuli kuli kuliyn Kulin (Couligne)
mouth wurru wurru wurru wurru(ng) Woiwurrung
small wartipuk wartipuk nganyaki wayikurrk Anakie



Kulin percentages
 MM LL WS Wim Yart Tjap Dja Wa EK
Wemba-Wemba 70 72 75 86 85 82 72 40 36

Mathi-Mathi  81 81 75 75 66 62 34 29

Letji-Letji   83 77 76 68 57 35 37

Wati (Swan Hill)    81 80 71 65 36 31

Wimmera     87 87 70 40 33

Yartwatjali      85 87 40 31

Tjapwurrung       81 52 42

Djadjawurrung        44 40

Wathawurrung         51



The languages of Victoria



Language families in south-eastern 
mainland

Kulin Western Kulin, Wathawurrung, Eastern Kulin
Colac
Gunditjmara/Warrnambool Kirriwurrung, Pikwurrung, Wuluwurrung, et.
Buwandik (Bunganditj) Bunganditj, Payn-tjanga, Witjin-tjanga, Potrauwutj, etc.
Lower Murray (areal group) Yitha-Yitha, Keramin, Yu-Yu, Ngayawang and Yaraldi 
Yorta-Yorta
Gippsland (Muk Thang) Brabralung, Tatungalung, Krawatungalung, etc.
Dhuduroa
Pallanganmiddang
Ngarigu



Languages of Victoria

 Bu Warr Co Tjap Wa Woi YY Pall Dhu Gipps
Bunganditj/Boandik - 41 21 33 23 18 13 14 13 13
Warrnambool  - 23 37 27 24 11 11 10 13
Colac   - 31 28 27 17 14 19 20
Tjapwurrung    - 52 43 14 20 22 16
Wathawurrung     - 51 15 16 14 18
Woiwurrung      - 13 22 13 27
Yota-Yota/Yorta-Yorta       - 25 11 10
Pallanganmiddang        - 11 16
Dhudhuroa         - 13
Gippsland          -
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Table 1: Victoria: percentages of common vocabulary 



Languages of Victoria (Wiki)



Australian language families. From west to east: 
Australian language families. 
Nyulnyulan 
  Worrorran 
  Bunuban 
  Jarrakan 
  Mindi (2 areas) 
  Daly (4 families) 
  Wagiman 
  Wardaman 
  Tiwi (offshore) 
  Darwin Region 
  Iwaidjan 
  Giimbiyu 
  Arnhem, incl. Gunwinyguan 
  Garawan and Tangkic 
  Pama–Nyungan (3 areas)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyulnyulan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Worrorran_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bunuban_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jarrakan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mindi_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daly_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wagiman_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardaman_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiwi_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darwin_Region_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iwaidjan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giimbiyu_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macro-Gunwinyguan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gunwinyguan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garawan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tangkic_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pama%E2%80%93Nyungan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pama%E2%80%93Nyungan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pama%E2%80%93Nyungan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyulnyulan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Worrorran_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bunuban_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jarrakan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mindi_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daly_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wagiman_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wardaman_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiwi_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darwin_Region_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iwaidjan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giimbiyu_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macro-Gunwinyguan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gunwinyguan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garawan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tangkic_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pama%E2%80%93Nyungan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pama%E2%80%93Nyungan_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pama%E2%80%93Nyungan_languages


Are the languages of Australia related?

All the languages of the continent, except for Tasmania, LOOK AS IF they are related.

They share some pronoun roots: nga- ‘I’, ngin/nyin ‘you’
Most share a few lexical roots such as mil ‘eye’ and n(h)ang ‘see’

Languages resemble one another because they descend from a common ancestor
Languages can resemble one another because of borrowing
In Australia it is not always clear to what extent these two factors are responsible.
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Roots widespread across mainland

nga I, me bum hit
ngin you ma get, cause, make
nu, nhu he, she, it yan  go
mara hand nyin sit
thalayn tongue than stand
tharra thigh ngun lie down
thina/tjina foot nhang see
mil eye kang take, hold, carry
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Tasmania  
N. Plomley. A word-list of the Tasmanian Aboriginal languages



Tasmania v mainland  
samples compared

Resemblances between the languages of Tasmania and those of the mainland are so 
few that we cannot be certain they are not due to chance. 

Edenhope Bruny Is. Edenhope Bruny Is.
two polla pooalih blood koork kuka
fire wi wee, weenee camp ler lineh
mouth kan- canina smoke pori boorer
eat tak- tuggera stone la- loinah
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Summary

Small population: 3000,000? 1 million? (800,000 today)

Hunter-gatherers

Living in small groups, with some movement within prescribed territory to take 
advantage of seasonal produce or available water. 

Larger meetings for ceremony, trading, marriage arrangements. 
Climate change necessitated resettlement (aridity, changes in sea-level)



Summary 2

Traditionally described as living in ‘tribes’, where a tribe was characterised by 
sharing a distinctive culture, of which the most obvious feature was language. It is 
now common to speak of language groups rather than tribes. The Kalkutungu 
(Kalkadoon) of the Mount Isa area could be described as a tribe. They were a large 
group very clearly distinct from neighbouring groups. The Pitta-Pitta of the Boulia 
area were only marginally different from the Ringu-Ringu, Mayawarli, Ngulupulu, 
etc. There was no clearly defined tribe.

Women often married into a different language group.

Multilingualism the norm.
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Summary 3

Often very big differences in vocabulary between neighbouring groups.
Eastern Kulin-Gippsland 27%
Eastern Kulin-Yorta-Yorta 11%

French-Italian 2000 years apart 67%
English-German 2500 years apart 56%
French-German 5000? years apart 13%

In Aboriginal Australia there were around 800 dialects, 250 languages.
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